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Executive Summary
The UK is committed to the establishment of a network of marine protected areas
(MPAs) to help conserve marine ecosystem s and marine biodiver sity. MPAs can be
a valuable tool to protect species and
habitats and can also be used to aid
implementation of the ecosystem approac h to management, which aims to maintain
the ‘goods and s ervices’ produced by t he healthy functioning of the marine
ecosystem that are relied on by humans.
A consortium 1 led by ABPmer have been commi
ssioned (Contract Reference:
MB0102) to develop a series of biophysical
datalayers to aid the selection of a
network of Marine Conservation Zone
(MCZ) in England and Wales
(and t he
equivalent MPA measure in Scotland) under the Marine and Coastal Acc ess Bill.
Such datalayers would also be of use in taking forward marine planning in UK waters.
The overall aim of the project is to ensur
e that the best available infor mation is
available f or the selection of MPAs in UK waters, and that these datalayer s can be
easily acc essed and utilised b y those who would have resp onsibility for selectin g
sites. The project has been di vided into a number of di screte tasks, one of which is
the translation of habitat maps.
The aim of this work package ( Task 1B) was to translate a series of habitat maps
from their current habitat classification to their appropriate EUNIS 2007 type an
d
process them to the Mappi ng European Seabed Habitats (MESH) data exchang e
format. In addition the second phase of th is work package included the translation of
a number of sample points t hat are stored in Marine Re corder from the Marine
Nature Co nservation Revie w (MNCR) 9 7.06 classification to the equiv alent MNCR
04.05 biotope code. This report provides a documented record of the steps that have
been undertaken in the second phase of Task 1B.

1

ABPmer, MarLIN, Cefas, EMU Limited, Proudm an Oceanographic Labora tory (POL) and Bangor
University
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1.

Introduction

1.1

The UK is committed to the establis hment of a network of marine protected
areas (MPAs) to help conserve mari ne ecosystems and mari ne biodiversity.
MPAs can be a valuable tool to protect species and habitats and can also b e
used to aid implementation of the ecosystem approach to management, which
aims to maintain the ‘goods and servic es’ produced by the healthy functioning
of the marine ecosystem that are relied on by humans.

1.2

As a s ignatory of OSPAR the UK is committed to establishing an ecologically
coherent network of well-managed MPAs. T he UK is already in t he process of
completing a network consisting of Spec ial Areas of Conservation (SACs) and
Special Areas of Protection (SPAs), collectively known as Natura 2000 sites to
fulfil its obligations under the EC Habitats Direc tive (92/43/EEC). Through
provisions in the M arine and Coasta l Access Bill a ne
twork of Marine
Conservation Zones (MCZs) w ould be designated in England and Welsh
territorial waters and UK offshore waters . The Scottish Government is als o
considering equiv alent Marine Pr otected Areas (MPAs) in Scotland. Thes e
sites are intended to help to pr otect ar eas where habitats and species are
threatened, and to also protect areas of representative habitats. For further
information on the purpose of MCZs and the design principles to be employ ed
see [
http://www.defra.gov.uk/marine/biodiversity/marine-bill/guidance.htm
Defra, 2009].

1.3

MCZ selection would be undertak
en via a participatory stakeholder
engagement approach. Four Regional MCZ Pr ojects have been established to
lead this process, and have been identifie d as the principle ‘cust omer’ of any
WebGIS system e stablished. The
Regional MCZ Projects are b
eing
established during the latter half of 2009, and are expecte
d to be fully
functional by early 2010. The fu
ll stak eholder engagement process is
anticipated to begin in February 2010, continuing until the end of 2011. A
formal public consultation is expected in 2012.

1.4 Selection
of MPAs should be based on the best
available data and would
come from a range of sources in
cluding biologica l, physical and
oceanographic characteristi cs and socio-economic data such as the locati on
of current activities. To ensure such data are easily available to those who
2
would hav e respons ibility for sele cting sites Defra and its partners
commissioned a cons ortium1 lead by ABPmer and partners to take forward a
package of work. New Geographical Info rmation System (GIS) datalayers to
be developed included:
 Geologic al and geomorphological features;
 Listed habitats;
 Fetch and wave exposure;
2

Joi nt Nature Con servation Committee (JNCC), C ountryside Coun cil fo r Wales (CCW), Natu ral
England (NE), Scottish Go vernment (SG), De partment of Environment No rthern Ireland (DOENI) and
Isle of Man Government.
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1.5

Marine diversity layer;
Benthic productivity; and
Residual current flow.

In addition to the development of datal ayers, there is a need to ensure such
information can be easily acc essed through a webGIS given the participatory
nature of the MCZ process that is cu rrently being planned. This report (Task
1B) provides a documented record of the steps that hav e been undertaken in
the second phase of Task 1B. This has included the translation of four habitat
maps and 2517 samples as well as the revisiting of three habitat maps that
were translated within Phase 1. Ma
rLIN were responsible for the habitat
translation and formatting elements of t he work (Section 2). ABPmer provided
a confidence assessment of the four habitat maps based on the methodology
provided within MESH (Section 3).
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2.

Habitat Translation Method

2.1

Habitat maps

2.1

MarLIN were supplied with four s hapefiles of habitat data within Phase 2 and
revisited three shapef iles from Phase 1 which required further investigation
(see Appendix A). Each d
istinct original habitat was extracted from th e
shapefiles provided and put into a Mi crosoft Access database. The Access
database also c ontained the data specif ication outlined in the Translate d
MESH Data Ex change Format (DEF)
including detailed translation and
validation c omments. The original reports for each survey were collated and
used to s upplement the information provided in t
he GIS legends. Each
original habitat was manually checked, via the process outlined in Figure 1.

2.2

In some cases, particularly coarse scale ‘life form’ classifications from acoustic
surveys, the original habitat type r epresented a num ber of Eur opean Nat ure
Information Systems (EUNIS) habitats. It was not appropriate in most cases to
create new interim EUNIS codes for these habitats as they did not represent a
true habitat mosaic. In such cases the EUNIS level habitats that represented
all habitats outlined in the data was select ed. Where the mix of habitats was
such that only a EUNIS level 1 code (A) was possible the EUNIS code was not
assigned.

2.3

The translations involved a considerable amount of interpretation and as such
ten percent of records were Quality A ssured (QA) by a marine biot ope expert.
The focus of QA was on habitat s that were only identified to a coarse le vel
(levels 2-4) as the translation of level 4-5 habitats was more straightforward.

2.4

Following the QA process the data was transferred into the shapefiles supplied
to MarLIN and translated data added. Where present, overlapping polygons
were ide ntified us ing a GIS program develope d by ABPmer. Overlapping
polygons were identified in the VAL_COMM field.

2.2

Points data

2.5

Point data, with MNCR 97.06 biotope c odes, was extracted from the Marine
Recorder database for translation into the respective MNCR 04 .05 biotop e
codes. Where codes translated directly a simple translation was made. Where
codes did not directly translate the biotope was determined by referring to the
habitat (biotope) and species information stored in the JNCC mar ine recorder
snapshot and by referring to reports where available. Howev er, full habitat or
species information was not available
for all sample points. Important
information such as s alinity, depth or sediment type was not av ailable from a
number of sample points. Where possibl e salinity was inferred by plotting
estuarine locations a gainst a s atellite ma p to look at position in estuary an d
whether there were any other freshwater influences. In some cases a samplereference related to several differ
ent biotopes and t he spec ies list was
aggregated, making it difficult to work out which species related to eac
h
biotope. As such the biotopes were assigned based on all of the availa ble
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Table 1: Method used to translate each of the sample points

Method
Direct translation from one code to another
Translation with reference to original reports to clarify a code split or amalgamation
Review original species and physiographic data and assign biotope
Total

Has a recognizable biotope
classification been used,
e.g. Marine Habitat
Classification for Britain and
Ireland (version 04.05)?

Count
1663
3
851
2517

Yes

Convert to EUNIS using JNCC
translation spreadsheets.
Some referral to original
species list may be required for
1997 classifications.

Yes

Convert to EUNIS using JNCC
translation spreadsheets.
Some referral to original
species list may be required for
1997 classifications.

Yes

Translate directly to EUNIS

No

Are recognized classifications
available from data contained in
the report?

No

Does the report contain
sufficient biological and
physiographic information in the
report to assign a EUNIS
biotope of level 2-6?

No

Unable to assign EUNIS
biotope

Figure 1: Flow chart showing the process of habitat translation
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3.

Confidence Assessment Method

3.1

The confidence assessm ent used the methodology t hat was developed wit hin
the MESH project (MESH 2007a); this evaluation process addresses three
main questions:
1. How good is the remote sensing?
2. How good is the ground truthing?
3. How good is the data interpretation?

3.2

A guide to the development and use of the confidence asses sment can be
found within the outputs of the MESH project website (MESH, 2007b).

3.3

The confidence assessment can only
be undertaken if there is sufficient
supporting information to accompany t
he habitat map. This includes
a
documented record of the survey techniques, post processing and analysis as
well as any QA steps that have been under taken. This limited the number of
maps for which a confidence ass essment could be undertaken within Phas e 2
of Task 1B to two.

3.4

The confidence assessment score that was assigned to the habitat maps can
be found in Appendix B1. Similarly the confidence assessment score that was
attributed to each of the three maps that were revisited from phase 1 has been
included in Appendix B2.
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4.

Conclusions

4.1

This technical report provides a reco rd of the habitat maps and sample point s
that have been translated and formatted in the second phase of Task 1B. The
methodologies that have been used
to produce the revised biotope
classifications have been documented al ong with details of th e confid ence
assessment process. In addition the outputs of the confidence assessment for
the four habitat maps have been recorded within this document.
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Appendix A.

Habitat Maps in Phase 2 of Task 1B

Appendix A1.

Habitat Maps Translated in Phase 2 of Task 1B

Globally
unique ID
GB000942
GB000978
GB000979
GB000980

Dataset title
Chichester Harbour intertidal vegetation survey 2005
Collated Zostera habitat boundaries for Wales - GIS dataset
Collated Saltmarsh habitat boundaries for Wales
Lyme Bay biotope map

Appendix A2.
Globally
unique ID
GB000289
GB000291
GB000292

Geographic location of
dataset
Eastern Channel
Wales
Wales
Western Channel

Habitat Maps Revisited in Phase 2 of Task 1B

Dataset title
MNCR Area Summaries - Sealochs in the Outer Hebrides
MNCR Area Summaries - Lagoons in Shetland and Orkney
MNCR Area Summaries - Lagoons in the Outer Hebrides
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Geographic location of
dataset
Scottish Continental Shelf
Scottish Continental Shelf
Scottish Continental Shelf

Remote stds applied
Remote vintage
Bgt technique
Pgt technique
Gt positioning
Gt density
Gt stds applied
Gt vintage
Gt interpretation
Remote
interpretation
Detail level
Map accuracy
Remote score
Gt score
Interpretation score
Overall score

GB000289
GB000291
GB000292
Remote positioning

Globally
unique ID
Remote coverage

Remote positioning
Remote stds applied
Remote vintage
Bgt technique
Pgt technique
Gt positioning

3
3
3
1
3
2
0
3

0
0
0
0
0
2
0

Appendix B2.
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Detail level
Map accuracy
Remote score
Gt score
Interpretation score
Overall score

1
1
3
2
No report available
No report available
2
1
1
3
2

Remote
interpretation

Gt interpretation

Gt vintage

Gt stds applied

Gt density

Remote coverage

GB000942
GB000978
GB000979
GB000980
Remote technique

Globally
unique ID

Remote technique

Appendix B.
Confidence Assessment Scores

Appendix B1.
Confidence Assessment Scores – Phase 2

3
2
1
87
60
67
71

0
2
1
0
55
42
32

Confidence Assessment Scores – Revisit Phase 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
3
3
3
0
0
0
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
75
75
75
50
50
50
42
42
42

